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SITTERCENTRAL DALLAS PROVIDES ONLINE
ACCESS TO HIGHLY QUALIFIED BABYSITTERS
AT A MOMENTS NOTICE
Dallas, TX (March 1, 2011) – Living in the Park Cities can present
many challenges for families – not the least of which is trying to
find a qualified babysitter at a moments notice. Almost any
parent can relate horror stories in trying to find the right sitter stories that Rachel Logan heard many times.
As a student at SMU, Rachel would often babysit for local families – sometimes with less than an hour notice.
“I would literally have moms pleading with me to come because their scheduled sitter had backed out,” says
Rachel. Even after leaving SMU, she still received calls from desperate parents trying to go out for the
evening. Rachel knew that this was an opportunity in the making.
In January 2007, Rachel started SitterCentralDallas.com – an online resource for parents seeking qualified
babysitters quickly.
Unlike other services or calling the neighborhood girl down the street, SitterCentralDallas.com personally
screens every babysitter that is available on the site. Each sitter must go through a background check, 3
reference checks, have two years of child-care experience and be certified in CPR and first aid.
“We take baby sitting seriously. The responsibility of caring for someone’s children is a tremendous task, and
we make sure that our babysitters are qualified to do the job,” adds Rachel Logan.
Martha Jackson of University Park would agree. Because of her hectic schedule, date night with her husband
is often a serendipitous event with little planning.
“With our busy schedules we often decide at the last minute to go out,” says Martha. She adds, “We have had
a number of sitters from SitterCentral Dallas over the years and everyone of them has been great.”
SitterCentral Dallas currently has over 200 members utilizing the service. The site charges a fee for parents
seeking to use the service with pricing options available for all budgets.
“We take finding a babysitter to the next level,” adds Rachel Logan. She continues, “SitterCentralDallas.com is
the best solution for Park Cities parents that want highly qualified pre-screened sitters on a moment’s notice.”
About SitterCentral Dallas
SitterCentralDallas.com is a Dallas babysitting resource that matches screened babysitters with families in
need of childcare. SitterCentralDallas.com personally screens each sitter candidate through a background
check, 3 reference checks and 2 personal checks. In addition, each sitter is required to be CPR and first aid
certified with a minimum of two years experience in babysitting.

